QSDS 2018  7-Day Dye Class
Sessions 1 and 2
Heide Stoll-Weber
Supply List

General supplies
Notebook
Pen or pencil
Medium size cutting mat
Rotary cutter with brand new blade
Paper scissors
Fabric scissors
At least three brand new glue sticks
Permanent markers fine and medium (Sharpies are fine)
A few paper clips
Masking tape
At least 30 normal size safety pins
A piece of Tyvek for tags for labelling fabrics

Protective clothing
Rubber gloves – household rubber gloves and well fitting thin rubber gloves
3 to 4 old terrycloth towels – the bigger the better

I will try to find out which kind of reuseable containers and buckets QSDS has stored so that not everybody has to bring buckets, particularly if you are flying

I will also find a good source for the right size plastic cups, bowls and measuring devices we need, as well as the kind of plastic bags that are perfect for our needs

So this supply list will be updated several weeks prior to class.
Check the supply list again on the web site www.qsds.com to make sure you don't miss any additional information.